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Exercise SCOPE 2017
Workshop Notification and request for assistance
Lessons identified (DG ECHO)
Workshop September 25, 2017

SSN – CECIS MP link
SSN messages were well received in CECIS Marine Pollution
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CECIS MP: Early warning?
 Not used in SCOPE but it is
possible to open an Early
Warning status emergency in
CECIS Marine before opening a
request for assistance.
 This would activate the use of
logbook.
 Emergency status can be changed
to 'Request for assistance' at a
later stage.

CECIS MP: Selection of Full Rights
No need to select individual countries if they already belong to the
selected Regional Agreement.

Question: Did DK, SE and NO receive double messages/automatic
notifications?
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CECIS MP: Acknowledgements
It is sufficient to acknowledge a new emergency in the Synopsis by clicking on a
red thumb icon (it is not an automatic action and it is registered in the
Acknowledgements report).
Replying to an automatic notification
of a New emergency in the logbook is
not necessary and only creates a
redundant message.

CECIS MP: Making an offer
All offers must be made in the Request Overview window
… and not in the Logbook by replying
to an automatic notification(common
mistake with just a few exceptions)
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CECIS MP: Making an offer from Resources database
Selection of a resource
directly from the database
when making an offer was
hardly used (although
resources database has been
updated recently).

Question: Is this due to the lack of awareness of the functionality or is there
another reason?

CECIS MP: Communication of(non)assistance
 Use Request overview window for actual offers only.
 Information that assistance is not available, can be transmitted through the logbook in
one message (rather than responding to individual notifications for each request).

Those steps would allow to:


keep the Request overview more
operational,



minimise the number of automatic
notifications and messages in the
logbook as well as generated emails in
your mailbox.
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CECIS MP: Offering Country. Making an offer
When applicable, use dedicated fields like ''offer value'' and ''transport
cost'' instead of putting all into the ''Offer information''.

Question:
Is the Request
overview window user
friendly? Any
improvements
required?

Conclusions
 Good participation in CECIS Marine.
 Certain functionalities of the system are not well known.
 Users did not keep a clear separation between the Request overview
(designed for requests and offers only) and the Logbook (for other
communication and automatic notifications).
 Need to avoid redundant messages (written acknowledgements,
negative replies to individual requests, etc).
 DG ECHO has compiled a list of small technical fixes required in the
system and is awaiting for observations from SCOPE participants.
 CECIS training is required.
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